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Features of microinsurance
 Simple product structure – 12
month risk products only
 Lower income target market

Risk

 Policyholders are less
financially educated and
sophisticated
 Less onerous market conduct
requirements
 The role of the Microinsurance
Actuarial Technician Head of
Actuarial Control Function
Head of Actuarial Function
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Complexity

Cost vs. Value

Product: PPR, Funeral and Microinsurance
 (March 2018 LT & ST PPR proposals)

 2A.2.1 This rule applies to any microinsurance policy and any
funeral policy and applies concurrently with, and in addition to,
all other rules set out in these Policyholder Protection Rules.
 Reserves terms for “microinsurance” and “funeral”
 Risk only (no - savings, loyalty, cash back, NCB, rebate)
 New Products (file and launch)

 Policy term, variation, renewal, waiting periods, exclusions,
reinstatements, excesses
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The actuary
 Goal posts are moving
 Proposed responsibilities
significantly increased since
2011 proposals

 No longer just signing off gross
premiums

A microinsurer’s head of actuarial function is
responsible for expressing an opinion to the board of
directors regarding the accuracy of the calculations
and the appropriateness of the assumptions
underlying the valuation of the microinsurer’s
technical provisions and calculation of the
microinsurer’s capital requirements.
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Micro insurance regulatory universe
Then (2011)

 THE SOUTH AFRICAN MICROINSURANCE REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK (National Treasury, July 2011)
– cements a rules-based approach to prudential regulation (with a

degree of product regulation) that differs fundamentally from the
principles-based direction that insurance supervision for the
traditional market is heading;
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Micro insurance regulatory universe
Then (2011)

 THE SOUTH AFRICAN MICROINSURANCE REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK (National Treasury, July 2011)
– Extend access to a variety of good-value formal insurance products

appropriate to the needs of low-income households, thereby
supporting financial inclusion.
– Facilitate formalised insurance provision by currently informal

providers
– Lower barriers to entry
– Enhance consumer protection

– Facilitate effective supervision and enforcement, supporting the

integrity of the insurance market as a whole.
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Micro insurance regulatory universe
Now
 Insurance Act

 Prudential Standard GOM (Governance and Operational
Standard for Microinsurers)
 Prudential Standard FSM (Financial Soundness of
Microinsurers) (Draft March 2018)
1.

Framework for Financial Soundness of Microinsurers

2.

Valuation of Assets, Liabilities and Eligible Own Funds

 Cell captive micro insurers?
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Governance - GOM
Lite (but only lite lite)

 Mostly everything as GOIs
 Don’t need a risk or remuneration committee
 Regularly monitor and, at least every three years, review the
adequacy and effectiveness of the insurer's governance
framework

 Board must evaluate performance at least every three years
 Policies on investment, ALM, liquidity, concentration and capital
management removed
 ORSA – cut down requirements
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Governance - GOM
Fewer control functions, same job?

 Only actuarial and internal audit control functions
 The heads of the microinsurer’s control functions are
responsible for providing input and assurance to the board of
directors about the operations, efficiency and effectiveness of
the components of the systems for risk management and
internal controls relevant to their respective areas of
responsibility.
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Governance - GOM
Actuarial requirements derived from GOMs…1

 responsible for expressing an opinion to the board of
directors on the reliability and adequacy of the calculations
of the microinsurer’s technical provisions, and minimum and
solvency capital requirements, including on:
– the appropriateness of the methodologies and underlying

models used and assumptions made;
– the sufficiency and quality of the data used in actuarial

calculations;
– best estimates and associated assumptions against experience

when evaluating technical provisions; and
– the accuracy of the calculations.
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Governance - GOM
Actuarial requirements derived from GOMs…2

 An insurer’s actuarial function is responsible for evaluating and
providing advice to the board of directors, senior management
and other control functions (where relevant) on the actuarial
soundness of product development and design, including
the terms and conditions of insurance contracts, premiums,
insurance obligations and other values and the estimation of
the capital required to underwrite the product.
 Advice, but not opinions or assurance.
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The actuary valuation and solvency
 From FSM:
– A microinsurer’s Head of Actuarial Function must:
– express an opinion on the

accuracy of the calculations and the
appropriateness of the assumptions underlying:
• the valuation of technical provisions; and
• and calculation of capital requirements

(15% NWP, R4m, spreading)
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Valuation
 Assets – market value 
 Liabilities…?
– Consistent with an economic, market-consistent approach to

valuation (excluding TPs)

 Technical Provisions:
– correspond to the value of their insurance obligations in the event

that such obligations were to be transferred […]to another
microinsurer […]

 𝑈𝑃𝑅𝐷=(𝐴 – 𝐵) × (1 – 𝐶/𝐷)

 𝑈𝑃𝑅𝑅𝐼=(𝐴 – 𝐵)/2

 OCR = Judgement or statistical

 IBNR = 7%

 URP when required
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Other actuarial challenges
 OCR = calculated SUM of future payments
> No discounting?
> What backing assets are most appropriate?

 Level premium, increasing qx, pre-funding of reserves
> “Contract Boundaries”
> What to do when UPR + OCR + IBNR not appropriate?

 When is 15% of NWP not adequate or reliable for SCR?
> What level of sufficiency is PA targeting?
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Professional responsibilities & risks
Professional
Risk

Institutional
support

Complexity and
Responsibilities

Governance

Costs and
Supply

Transformation
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Professional responsibilities & risks

Requirements

Guidance
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•
•
•
•

Set by PA
Set by ASSA
Practising Certificates?
Left to Boards of Directors and individual
Actuary?

• Rely on existing guidance, with / without
carve-outs (like GOM vs GOI)
• Standalone, one or many
• More guidance because more junior
actuaries possibly involved, or less because
“less complex”?

Requirements for HAF – per GOM
 The Head of a microinsurer’s actuarial function must be a
natural person who:
– a) is an associate member or a fellow of the Actuarial Society of

South Africa; and
– b) has, as a member or fellow, appropriate practical experience

relating to the type of insurance business of the microinsurer.
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Survey result and analysis

Demand for micro insurance HAF?
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Supply for micro insurance HAF?
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Survey respondents
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Years of experience
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Supply
constraints
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Actuarial views on HAF requirements
Which of the following responsibilities do you expect to be required for the
Head of Actuarial Function of a microinsurer?
Attending Board Meetings

48

42

Reporting in writing regularly to the Board

64

Attending Risk and/or Audit Committee meetings

30

44

28

42

Approving dividend payments

41

Forward looking projections and scenario testing

4

55

38

51

2

44

33

49

4

56

48

Advising on reinsurance programme

2

34

55

Expressing a view on the adequacy of the reinsurance programme

2

47

61

Advising on Investments and ALM

6

55

14

41

48
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Assessing appropriateness of regulatory capital requirements

88

40

13 2

Assessing appropriateness of regulatory liability / reserves

87

43

11 2

Calculating capital requirements

71

Valuing liabilities / reserves

73

Setting assumptions for valuation

75

Approving Gross Premium

45

72

10%

20%

19
16

40%

50%

36

5

25

60%

10

24
31

70%

Only if requested by the Board or if the risk necessitates it

6
7

44

30%

8

33

39

63

0%
Professional obligation

45
59

Setting assumptions for pricing

8

46

63

Experience investigations

27

43

43

Determining Risk Premiums

Definite requirement

37

58

Advising on Gross Premium

24

51

80%

90%

Not applicable

8
5

100%

Requirements for guidance notes?
 Between a quarter and a third of requirements were consistently
viewed as “professional obligation” over and above regulatory
requirements

 Requirements and responsibilities still quite different from
complex life and non-life insurers

Guidance
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• Rely on existing guidance, with / without carveouts (like GOM vs GOI)
• Standalone, one or many
• More guidance because more junior actuaries
possibly involved, or less because “less
complex”?

What should the profession require?

Requirements

•
•
•
•

Set by PA
Set by ASSA
Practising Certificates?
Left to Boards of Directors and
individual Actuary?

 If PA says “AMASSA” ok (subject to appropriate experience),
does ASSA want to override that?
 How many AMASSA with appropriate experience would qualify?
 How tight is the supply / high is the cost for potential HAFs?

 Impact on ongoing transformation of the profession?
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